**LEATHER SAVER™**

*Leather Saver* is recommended for treating all types of leather (including aniline) that is in good condition. This versatile product will not create acid in the leather, will not leave the leather oily and will not darken the leather. *Leather Saver* fixes to the leather to prevent migration and deterioration. It is non-toxic and contains no VOCs or silicone.

**Directions**

Using a soft, lint-free cloth or sponge brush, gently apply a coat of *Leather Saver* to the surface of the leather (both the leather and conditioner should be at room temperature). If possible, apply *Leather Saver* to both sides. For extremely dry leather, allow the first coat to dry (2 to 4 hours) and then reapply a second coat.

Remember, more is not necessarily better, a little goes a long way.

*Leather Saver* will help to bring out the natural color of the leather and leave a soft shine. If an additional shine is desired, see our *Leather Polish* product.

**NOTE:** *Do not use Leather Saver on Suede or Nubuck items.*

To increase the longevity of your leather, apply a leather conditioner to clean leather every 3 to 6 months or as needed. Conditioning will help retain the softness of the leather while keeping it supple and prevent future cracking.

**Coverage**

An 8 ounce bottle of *Leather Saver* will treat approximately 1 - 2 full size (3 cushion) sofas or 2 - 3 leather garments. The amount needed will depend upon how dry the items are.

**DISCLAIMER:** Being that leather is a natural material and is susceptible to varying degrees of deterioration, experience of the user and may be applied under conditions beyond our control, as seller, we make no warranty expressed or implied as to this material or its use. All information stated herein is accurate to the best of our knowledge and is based on thorough testing.
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